Human genetic evidence that OX40 is implicated in myocardial infarction.
We recently showed that genetic variants in OX40L are associated with myocardial infarction (MI) and severity of coronary artery disease in human. A number of studies also suggest a possible role for OX40 (the OX40L receptor) as a factor contributing to atherosclerosis. In the present study, the OX40 gene was screened for variants associated with precocious MI, using individuals with MI before the age of 60 and controls. Despite the fact that the OX40 gene is highly conserved between species and that relatively few common genetic variants were encountered, an association with MI was seen for a polymorphism in intron 5 (rs2298212). In silico investigation suggested that genetic variation (rs2298211), linked to this intronic variant, is possibly affecting spliceosome function. Our results provide evidence that variants in human OX40 might influence susceptibility to MI. The relevance of these findings is supported by the vital functions fulfilled by OX40 in mammals as reflected by the high level of evolutionary conservation.